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ABSTRACT
Transistor aging due to Negative Bias Temperature Insta-
bility (NBTI) is a major reliability challenge for embedded
microprocessors at nanoscale. It leads to increasing path
delays and eventually more failures during runtime. In this
paper, we propose a novel microarchitectural approach com-
bining aging-aware instruction scheduling with specialized
functional units to alleviate the impact of NBTI-induced
wearout. To achieve this, the instructions are classified de-
pending on their worst-case delay into critical (i.e. the in-
structions whose delay is close to the cycle boundary) and
non-critical instructions (i.e. those instruction with larger
timing slack). Each of these classes uses its own (specialized)
functional unit(s). By that means it is possible to increase
the idle ratio of the units executing the critical instructions,
which can be used to extend lifetime by up to 2.3x in average
compared to the usually used balanced scheduling policy.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.8.1 [Performance and Reliability]: Reliability, Test-
ing, and Fault-Tolerance

Keywords
instruction scheduling, NBTI, functional unit, transistor ag-
ing, microarchitecture

1. INTRODUCTION
Aggressive transistor scaling of CMOS technology over

the past decades allowed increasing transistor counts and by
this means the implementation of more and more features
in modern microprocessors. This also enabled the success-
ful entrance of embedded systems in almost all areas of our
daily life. Though, many of these systems have very tight re-
liability constraints. However, with decreasing feature sizes
to nanoscale dimensions, reliability is threatened by various
challenges. Thereby, a major reliability issue of nanoscale
embedded processors is fast transistor aging [6, 10, 24].
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Among several phenomena Negative Bias Temperature In-
stability (NBTI) is the dominant transistor wearout effect [6,
32]. It leads to a shift of the threshold voltage Vth of the
affected transistors, which manifests in an increasing switch-
ing delay of these transistors. Over the time, this results in
increasing path delays, which can lead to timing violations.

To combat these runtime degradation issues manufactur-
ers are currently adding guardbands to their designs, to en-
sure that the chips will be functional for a certain lifetime.
However, this overdesign increases development and man-
ufacturing costs, which is crucial for the embedded seg-
ment where low costs are a primary target. Hence, new
approaches are necessary to take further advantage of scaled
technology nodes. Therefore, a lot of research is done at var-
ious design levels. To name just a few, special NBTI-resilient
circuits [3], input vector control [15, 16, 33], power gating
[12], adaptive body biasing [29], dynamic voltage and fre-
quency scaling (DVFS) [5, 26] and enhanced instruction and
application scheduling techniques [28, 29] are some of the ex-
isting aging mitigation methods. The last two techniques try
to balance the necessary calculations on the available units
(cores) to achieve equal wearout states on all units (cores),
which should guarantee a longer lifetime of these parts.

Our investigation of various (embedded) microprocessors
shows that the execution stage (i.e. the functional units) in
a pipelined microprocessor is among the most timing-critical
stages and hence to improve the overall lifetime of the micro-
processor, the execution stage must be dealt with. However,
as we will show in this paper, balancing the number of exe-
cuted instructions (workload) over several functional units is
not always the best aging mitigation strategy. This is mainly
due to the fact that within the same clock cycle boundaries,
different instructions executed by the same functional unit
have different timing criticality and consequently different
time slacks. Although all instructions executed in an ALU
have an execution time of one cycle, there are some instruc-
tions whose delay is close to one cycle (e.g. arithmetic op-
erations with long operands), while others need much less
time (e.g. simple logic operations). Hence, the first group
of instruction is called timing-critical (TC), the other one
is named non-timing-critical (NTC). In fact, this makes no
difference from the performance point of view (always one
cycle). However, in terms of aging, when the path delay of
the circuit increases, the TC instructions start to fail (i.e.
have timing delays) while NTC instructions will continue to
be executed correctly for a much longer time. This observa-
tion is the main motivation behind the technique presented
in this work and illustrated in Figure 1. We plan to ex-
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Figure 1: Illustration of TC and NTC instructions

ploit this information for aging-aware scheduling of different
instruction classes on different functional units.

If an embedded microprocessor with two functional units
of the same type (e.g. ALU) uses a balanced instruction
scheduling technique, both units will fail almost after the
same time. Now imagine, that one unit is used only for
the TC instructions and the other one just for the NTC
instructions. Since the latter have a delay which is far less
than the TC instructions, the first unit will always fail first
and hence determines the lifetime. In addition, as long as the
fraction of TC instructions is less than 50 %, the critical unit
will execute less instructions than in the first case. Hence,
the idle ratio of this unit is increased. This can be used in
combination with various architectural techniques such as
power gating [12] or input vector control for NOP-operations
[16] to reduce the NBTI effect and hence, to increase the
lifetime of this unit.

Based on this idea, in this paper we propose a novel mi-
croarchitectural approach combining aging-aware instruc-
tion scheduling with specialized functional units to allevi-
ate the impact of NBTI-induced wearout. In our proposed
microarchitecture, the instructions are categorized depend-
ing on their worst-case delays into classes of critical and
non-critical instructions. Each of these classes uses its own
(specialized) functional unit(s). By that means it is possible
to increase the idle ratio of the units executing the critical
instruction, which can be used to extend lifetime of the func-
tional units by applying special mitigation techniques. Our
simulation results show that the proposed scheduling tech-
nique can achieve this goal and can yield improvements in
terms of Mean Time to Failure (MTTF) of 1.5x (for power
gating) and 2.3x (for input vector control) in average, com-
pared to the standard (i.e. balanced) scheduling.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
the NBTI phenomenon is introduced followed by the presen-
tation of two special aging mitigation techniques in Section
3. Our proposed microarchitectural solution is provided in
Section 4. Afterwards we present in Section 5 the simulation
framework we use to investigate the proposed methodology.
Also the simulation results will be shown in this section.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. PRELIMINARIES ON NBTI-INDUCED
AGING

NBTI occurs in PMOS transistors when the transistor is

under negative gate-source bias i.e., Vgs = −Vdd, (stress
mode). When a PMOS transistor experiences the stress
mode, some Si-H bonds break at the interface Si − SiO2

due to the presence of holes in the channel. The resulting H
diffuses away and as a result some positive traps (Si+) are
left causing the magnitude of transistor threshold voltage
Vth to increase [7]. When the stress mode is removed (re-
covery mode i.e. Vgs = 0) some of the created interface traps
are healed, and the threshold voltage shift can be partially
recovered [7]. This process is shown in Figure 2.

The long-term NBTI-induced threshold voltage shift, ΔVth,
can be modeled by the following equation [32]:

ΔVth = A(T )Y ntn, (1)

where A(T ) is a technology dependent function of temper-
ature T , n is a fabrication process dependent constant, t
is the total time, and Y is the duty cycle. The duty cycle
represents the ratio between stress to total time. To calcu-
late the delay degradation of a gate due to ΔVth imposed
by NBTI, the alpha power model can be used [11]:

τ =
K

(Vgs − Vth)α
. (2)

Here K is a technology dependent factor, Vgs is the gate-
source voltage, and α represents the velocity saturation. If
ΔVth is small, by using first order Taylor expansion, the
following equation for NBTI-induced delay degradation can
be derived from Equation (2):

Δτ =
αΔVth

Vgs − Vth0
× τ0. (3)

where ΔVth is the NBTI-induced threshold voltage change,
Vth0 is the original transistor threshold voltage, and τ0 is the
pre-aging delay of the gate. By using Equations (1) and (3),
the total NBTI-induced delay degradation can be estimated
as follows:

Δτ =
A(T )αY ntnτ0

Vgs − Vth
. (4)

It should be noted that, this equation is valid for a simple
inverter, which has one transistor in each pull-up/pull-down
network. For other gates (e.g. NAND and NOR) the stack-
ing effect has to be considered as well. In stacked structures,
the delay of each gate is affected by the threshold voltage
change of all the internal transistors. Moreover, the duty
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Figure 2: The conceptual illustration of Vth change
under stress and recovery conditions
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cycle of each transistor depends not only on the state of
its input, but also on the state of upper and lower transis-
tors [35].

Beside NBTI also Positive Bias Temperature Instability
(PBTI) is an emerging reliability problem due to the intro-
duction of high-k gate oxides [27]. However, the impact of
PBTI on the behavior of NMOS transistors is very similar
to the NBTI effect on PMOS transistors and hence our pro-
posed technique can be used for PBTI mitigation as well.

3. SPECIAL AGING MITIGATION TECH-
NIQUES

The main goal of this work is to increase the idle ratio
of the functional units executing aging critical instruction
by applying a novel instruction scheduling policy in combi-
nation with special aging mitigation techniques. In the fol-
lowing we will introduce two approaches namely input vec-
tor control and power gating, that can be used during idle
phases of functional blocks to alleviate their NBTI-induced
wearout by increasing their relaxation phases.

3.1 Input Vector Control
Duty cycle (the time ratio which transistor is in stress

mode to the total time) has a strong impact on NBTI in-
duced wear out. Moreover, the duty cycle of each transistor
in the circuit is determined by the input vector and the state
of the gate inputs. Therefore, the input vector can affect the
NBTI-induced delay degradation and by that means Input
Vector Control (IVC) can be used during the standby mode
(when the circuit does not perform any operation) to reduce
the NBTI effect without any performance degradation.

IVC is a well known technique which has been used for
leakage power reduction in conjunction with clock gating
[23]. In this approach, the clock of a unit which does not
perform any operation is disabled, to avoid dynamic power
dissipation due to switching activity. IVC is also combined
with other techniques such as Dual Vth assignment to mini-
mize the static leakage power [36].

There is also some work to minimize the NBTI effect
by exploiting IVC techniques. In the following we briefly
present a few of them. The authors in [32] have investigated
that the input vector has a strong effect on NBTI and pro-
posed an IVC method based on random vector simulation
to mitigate the NBTI effect. IVC in conjunction with in-
ternal node control is used in [8] for minimizing the effect
of NBTI. This approach uses a concept similar to test point
insertion. A linear programming approach to find the best
NBTI-aware input vector to be applied during standby is
proposed by the authors of [15]. Furthermore, a microar-
chitectural IVC study using special No-Operations as input
vectors for an ALU is presented in [16].

NBTI-induced circuit degradation and leakage power are
both strongly dependent on the input vector but in different
directions. Two different methods are proposed in [33] to
find the best input vector resulting in the minimum NBTI-
induced wearout and/or leakage power: exhaustive search
and probability based algorithm. In the exhaustive method
the random input vectors are generated and the best input
vector resulting in the minimum NBTI-induced delay degra-
dation is chosen. In the probability based method, first a
number of input vectors are generated. Then the best set
of input vectors with the minimum wearout due to NBTI

is chosen. Based on the 0/1 probability of each input ob-
tained from the selected set, the new random inputs are
generated until a convergence is obtained. In [34], IVC is
combined with gate replacement technique using a dynamic
programming algorithm to co-optimize leakage power and
NBTI-induced degradation.

3.2 Power Gating
Power gating is another technique to mitigate NBTI [12,

13]. Since it reduces the power consumption, temperature
decreases which in turn alleviates the NBTI effect. Further-
more, the stress time of PMOS transistors is reduced and
thereby duty cycle, since a power gated PMOS transistor is
in recovery mode (Vgs = 0). However, it takes some time to
power down or up a block of a processor, whereby the time
periods depend on the size and amount of the power gate
transistors as well as the size of the power-gated block. Re-
cent work has shown, that an ALU can have a wake up time
of 3 ns to 10 ns [20, 30]. Hence, the power gated block is
not available for a certain amount of time, which can lead to
performance losses. Due to the implied performance penalty,
power gating is nowadays mainly used in multi-core proces-
sors to switch off unused cores to reduce power consumption
[21]. However, it also becomes more and more popular in
low-power embedded systems [4, 19].

4. AGING-AWARE INSTRUCTION
SCHEDULING

In this section we describe our microarchitectural approach
to mitigate the impact of NBTI using enhanced instruction
scheduling and specialized functional units.

Based on the observations described in Section 2, temper-
ature and duty cycle are two of the key aspects that influence
the NBTI effect. Hence, to slow down wearout due to NBTI,
it is mandatory to reduce temperature and duty cycle. In a
functional unit like an ALU, these two parameters strongly
depend on the sequence of executed instructions. Especially
the idle periods between two instructions can be used to mit-
igate the impact of NBTI, for example by applying power
gating or input vector control (IVC) for NOP-operations [12,
16]. However, these techniques can only be used efficiently,
if the idle periods between two instructions are very long,
which is often not the case. Our envisioned microarchitec-
tural technique aims at increasing the idle periods between
two instructions using an enhanced instruction scheduler.
By that means the benefit that can be taken from power
gating or IVC can be increased. In the following we intro-
duce our idea using an exemplary ALU. However, the idea
is also applicable to other functional units.

4.1 Instruction Classification
By investigating the delay of various paths in a functional

unit such as an ALU in detail, it is observed that differ-
ent instructions have different execution times (path delays).
Some instructions need just a small fraction of a clock cy-
cle to complete, while others need almost the entire clock
cycle. The real execution time (i.e. delay) thereby strongly
depends on the instruction and the applied operands. For
the ALU of IVM [31] synthesized using the Synopsys Design
Compiler and the SAED 90 nm library, the worst-case delay
for each instruction is depicted together with the occurrence
rate of the instructions in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Worst-Case delay distribution and occur-
rence rate of ALU instructions

From timing perspective, the delay of a functional unit
is determined by its longest path delay (slowest instruction)
which is obtained from static timing analysis. Once the clock
period is set accordingly, from the performance perspective
at microarchitecture level, all instructions are considered the
same. However, due to aging effects, the delay of various
paths in the circuit increases. Finally for some instructions
the (intermediate) result will not be computed within the
given timing boundaries, i.e. one clock cycle. Thereby, the
instructions whose timing slack is very small are the first
ones that start to fail. This means that the timing critical
(TC) instructions (the ones with a real delay close to one cy-
cle) determine the lifetime of the ALU. Moreover, the critical
instructions (here it is ADDQ, i.e. add for 64 bit operands)
occur much less frequent than the non-critical instructions.
Using the performance simulator gem5 [9] we observed that
just 16 % of all instructions of various SPEC2000 bench-
marks (compiled with GCC 4.3 and -O3 -optimization) that
are executed in the ALU(s) belong to the critical category,
while 84 % are non-timing critical(NTC) instructions as de-
tailed in Table 1. Based on this observation, our key idea to
increase the lifetime of the functional units is to use dedi-
cated unit(s) for each of the two instruction classes, instead
of executing both classes in the same unit(s).

Please note that for another ALU or functional unit with
a different set of instructions and/or different implementa-

Workload Instructions NTC [%] TC [%]

applu 160,614,011 63.4 36.6
bzip2 293,455,843 80.9 19.1
equake 459,022,375 87.5 12.5
gcc 502,540,388 85.7 14.3
gzip 558,920,018 80.8 19.2
lucas 163,374,308 86.2 13.8
mcf 75,321,231 87.5 12.5
mesa 564,352,647 87.8 12.2
mgrid 80,766,502 93.5 6.5
parser 351,760,701 90.8 9.2
swim 93,599,572 66.7 33.3
twolf 365,459,289 84.8 15.2

wupwise 418,895,837 87.8 12.2
average 314,467,902 83.7 16.3

Table 1: Workloads and their instruction ratios (ex-
ecution time = 0.5 seconds)

Cut-Off Line

Delay

(ALUTC)(ALUNTC)
TC InstructionsNTC Instructions

Higher MTTF for ALUTC

Lower MTTF for ALUNTC

Lower MTTF for ALUTC
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+
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Figure 4: Classification of instructions into TC and
NTC and its impact on MTTF

tion the timing distribution of various instructions and their
occurrence rate will change from what is shown in Figure 3,
but the overall classification will still be valid. For instance,
logic operations will have less delay than arithmetic oper-
ations (with wider word sizes and more sophisticated bit
operations). This observation, which basically tells differ-
ent instructions have different aging-criticality can be used
for aging-aware scheduling. For example, a functional unit
might be aged in a way that it can no longer be used for TC
instructions, but it still can execute NTC instructions with
no timing failures.

4.1.1 Optimal cut-off line between TC and NTC
instructions

In the following we present a general approach to find
the cut-off line to obtain the highest MTTF considering all
units. This approach works for any delay distribution of var-
ious instructions and occurrence rates. For simplicity, lets
consider that there is one functional unit for the TC instruc-
tions (ALUTC) and another one for the NTC instructions
(ALUNTC). As illustrated in Figure 4, the placement of the
cut-off line is crucial. If the cut-off line is shifted to the right,
more instructions are considered as NTC. Hence MTTF of
ALUNTC will decrease (more instructions lead to a lower idle
ratio which lowers MTTF; in addition the worst-case de-
lay increases and hence MTTF decreases). However, at the
same time MTTF of ALUTC will be improved (less instruc-
tions lead to a higher idle ratio and hence higher MTTF).
If the cut-off line is moved to the left, MTTF of ALUNTC

will increase (less instructions, lower worst-case delay), but
MTTF of ALUTC will decrease (more instructions). Hence,
finding the right placement of the cut-off line is an optimiza-
tion problem.

The algorithm, to find the optimal solution is described
in Algorithm 1. First, only the instruction with the highest
worst-case delay (instruction n) is considered as TC instruc-
tion (Step 1). Then, simulations are processed and MTTF
of ALUNTC and ALUTC is evaluated (Step 2). Afterwards,
the set of TC instructions is expanded by instruction n− 1
(Step 5) and again MTTF of both units is evaluated (Step
6). This process is continued until the highest MTTF con-
sidering both units is found. In our cases the algorithm
yielded the result depicted in Figure 3.

4.2 Delay-Aware Scheduling
Normally the information about the instruction delay is

not used by the instruction scheduler (or the unit which de-
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Algorithm 1 Finding the optimal cut-off line between NTC
and TC instructions

// List all instructions according to their worst-case delay,
// i.e. delayInstruction 1 ≤ · · · ≤ delayInstruction n

1. TC = {Instruction n}
2. Run simulations with this setting and extract:

MTTF0 = min(MTTFALUTC ,MTTFALUNTC)
3. i = 0
Do

4. i = i+ 1
5. TC = TC ∪{Instruction n− i}
6. Run simulations with this setting and extract:

MTTFi = min(MTTFALUTC ,MTTFALUNTC)
While (MTTFi > MTTFi−1)

cides which functional unit will be used). Instead, if two
ALUs are available, the scheduler will balance the work-
load, so that both ALUs will execute roughly 50% of all
the instructions, which is mainly due to performance rea-
sons. Also some previous work on aging-aware instruction
scheduling [28], that considers the delay of all instructions
to be the same (i.e. 1 clock cycle), shows that the balanced
technique is better than unbalanced ones in terms of MTTF.
However, as we discussed before, if the accurate timing of
instructions is taken into account, a balanced scheduling is
not the best choice from the aging perspective. Hence, in
our proposed microarchitecture each instruction class has its
own dedicated ALU, i.e. one ALU just for the TC instruc-
tions and one ALU just for the NTC ones, although this can
lead to an unbalanced load among the two ALUs.

The scheduler (or the unit which decides which functional
unit will be used) selects the unit, which corresponds to the
actual instruction based on the instruction opcode. Hence,
no extra bits to encode the classification are necessary. For
example in our evaluated scenario the critical ADDQ in-
struction has the opcode 1020h. Whenever this opcode is
detected, the corresponding instruction (ADDQ) is sent to
the corresponding ALU, while all other instruction will be
sent to the other ALU. However, due to this additional clas-
sification of instructions (TC ALU instructions, NTC ALU
instructions) a small hardware overhead comes along with
our proposed technique. Using this approach the first ALU
executes only 16 % of all the instructions, while the other
ALU handles the other 84 %. This means, that the first
ALU, which deals with the critical instructions, is idle most
of the time, which is also shown in Figure 5. Hence, this
unit can be power gated very efficiently and also IVC can
be applied most of the time. Please note that the “critical
ALU” is the one which determines the lifetime, since the
non-critical instructions have a delay which is much smaller
than the delay of the critical instructions and even with ag-
ing included never surpasses the delay of the critical ones,
before these will start to fail.

Of course, this unbalanced load can lead to a performance
loss compared to an architecture with two “full” functional
units of the same type. However, the performance loss is rel-
atively small, as we will explain in the next section. More-
over, the functional units in the first case can be more spe-
cialized, hence they can be smaller. By this means die size
and manufacturing costs can by saved. Furthermore, smaller
units will consume less power and by that means stay cooler.
This again will help to slow down wearout.

Balanced Scheduling
Instruction Stream

Aging-Aware Scheduling
Instruction Stream

ADDL (NTC)

BIS (NTC)

S4ADDQ (NTC)

S8ADDQ (NTC)

CMPLE (NTC)

SLL (NTC)

ADDQ (TC)

SRL (NTC)

SRL (NTC)

ADDQ (TC)

ADDL
-

S4ADDQ
-

CMPLE
-

ADDQ
-

SRL
-

Unit 0

-
BIS
-

S8ADDQ
-

SLL
-

SRL
-

ADDQ

Unit 1

ADDL (NTC)

BIS (NTC)

S4ADDQ (NTC)

S8ADDQ (NTC)

CMPLE (NTC)

SLL (NTC)

ADDQ (TC)

SRL (NTC)

SRL (NTC)

ADDQ (TC)

-
-
-
-
-
-

ADDQ
-
-

ADDQ

Unit 0

ADDL
BIS

S4ADDQ
S8ADDQ
CMPLE
SLL
-

SRL
SRL
-

Unit 1

Figure 5: Assignment of instructions to functional
units for balanced and aging-aware scheduling

In our case, the specialized critical-ALU needs just to sup-
port the ADDQ-instruction (ADD instruction for three 64
bit operands a+b = c). Hence, the feature set can be heavily
reduced for this specialized ALU, resulting in a very small
size. Using Synopsys Design Compiler and the SAED 90
nm library we found out that the size for such a specialized
ALU is just 8 % of a normal, general purpose ALU. This
means that using one specialzed ALU together with a nor-
mal ALU (aging-ware) results in only 54 % of the size of two
normal ALUs (balanced) as it is shown in Table 2. Further-
more, we also investigated the power consumption of these
two configurations using Synopys PrimeTime. For this pur-
pose we extracted the instruction sequences for each ALU
using the simulation framework detailed in Section 5 and
various SPEC2000 workloads. With ModelSim the switch-
ing activity behavior for each benchmark and each ALU was
extracted and afterwards PrimeTime was used to calculate
the power consumption of each ALU for each application.
Using the specialized ALU in our proposed microarchitec-
ture, the power consumption of the two ALUs (critical +

Scheduling
normal special Area Avg. Power
ALU(s) ALU(s) [um2] [uW]

Balanced 2x 0
91790 296

(100 %) (100 %)

Aging-Aware
1x 1x 49546 160

(NTC) (TC) (54 %) (54 %)
Aging-Aware 2x 1x 95441 307
(Enhanced) (NTC) (TC) (104 %) (104 %)

Table 2: Different scheduling techniques and combi-
nations of ALUs (normal once and specialized once
for TC instructions)
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non-critical) can be reduced to 54 % (extracted with Syn-
opsys PrimeTime using real switching activity values) for
all executed SPEC200 benchmarks (see Table 2). Due to
the performance loss, the small size and the low power con-
sumption of the specialized ALU, another option beside us-
ing one critical and one non-critical ALU is to feature two
non-critical ALUs and one critical. This will eliminate the
performance penalty, as we will show later and the area as
well as power overhead is negligible compared to the entire
embedded processor.

If an embedded processor uses only one ALU, our pro-
posed technique leads to a small area and power overhead,
since a second ALU has to be implemented. However, due
to its small size and power consumption both overheads are
very minimal. In addition, lifetime will be greatly improved
(see Section 5).

4.3 Further Extensions
Beside for a simple ALU, the proposed scheduling tech-

nique is also applicable to much more sophisticated func-
tional units such as floating point units or vector execution
units. Also these units will feature some instructions (typi-
cally multi-cycle instructions) that have a slack close to zero
in one of their execution cycles.

Moreover, the concept can be also extended to handle pro-
cess variation as well. If two functional units of the same
type are available, one can be faster than the other one due
to process variation, i.e. the timing slack of an instruction
executed in the faster unit is larger than in the slower unit.
In that case, the TC instructions should be scheduled to the
faster unit, while the NTC instructions should use the slower
unit.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Simulation Setup
To validate our microarchitectural approach and to inves-

tigate the advantages as well as disadvantages, we used our
microarchitectural framework ExtraTime [25]. It is based on
the cycle-accurate microarchitectural performance simulator
gem5 [9] and includes models for power (based on McPAT
[22]), temperature (based on HotSpot [18]) and aging, so
that these parameters can be observed during the execution
of typical applications. The temperature information in con-
junction with information about the usage/activity of differ-
ent microarchitectural blocks is used by our microarchitec-
tural aging model for NBTI. This is based on the transistor-
level model explained in Section 2. For each microarchi-

Processor
Single-core @ 3 GHz,
out-of-order, 4-issue

L1-Cache 64 KByte, 3 cyc latency
L2-Cache 2 MByte, 15 cyc latency

Execution Units 2x ALU, 2x CALU, 2x FPU

Expected wearout
Δreld = 10 % in 3 years,

i.e MTTF = 3 years (90 ◦C)

Conditions
Tstart =57 ◦C,

Vdd = 1.0 V, Vth = 0.21 V

SPEC2000 benchmarks
applu, bzip2, equake, gcc, gzip,
lucas, mcf, mesa, mgrid, parser,

swim, twolf, wupwise
Runtime 0.5 seconds excluding initialization

Table 3: Configuration details for the experiments

tectural block (e.g. ALU, instruction decoder, etc.) it is
assumed that all transistors behave similarly (i.e. have the
same temperature, aging rates, etc.). Hence, a represen-
tative transistor can be chosen, for which the current and
future Vth shift is estimated. Based on that the delay in-
crease using an alpha power law can be calculated and so
the current and future delay change of the entire block can
be determined. We have validated this representative tran-
sistor model with accurate circuit-level implementation and
the results show a high accuracy (< 3 % difference).

Details on the processor configuration modeled and the
simulated workloads (SPEC2000 benchmarks) can be found
in Table 3. As functional unit we have again chosen the
ALU detailed in the previous section.

As said before, our proposed scheduling technique aims
at increasing the idle ratio of the ALU executing the TC
instructions. By that means it is possible to increase the
Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) of these functional units
by exploiting NBTI mitigation techniques. Please note that
it is always the ALU executing the TC instructions, which
will fail first. Hence this unit is mainly responsible for the
achieved MTTF values. Moreover, it is worth to note that
usually the execution stage is the pipeline stage with the
smallest timing slack, i.e. highest delay. This means that a
lifetime extension of the functional units which are part of
the execution stage is crucial, if lifetime of the entire micro-
processor should increase. The aging mitigation techniques
for the functional units we used in this paper are input vector
control and power gating. The details for both are provided
in the following subsections.

5.1.1 Applied Input Vector Control Technique
Usually input vector control (IVC) is used at gate-level to

mitigate the influence of NBTI and/or leakage (see Section
3). However, IVC can be also used at microarchitecture-
level. At that level, input vectors are applied at the primary
inputs of the entire microarchitectural blocks, such as func-
tional units. For an ALU, the input vector consists of an
instruction opcode and two instruction operands. Since, the
NBTI-minimizing input vector should not affect the pro-
gram execution running on the processor, it has to be a
No-Operation (NOP) [17]. In the selected superscalar out-
of-order processor the NBTI-minimizing input vector can be
applied at the ALU inputs every cycle the ALU is idle, i.e.
not executing an instruction. Since it takes some time, un-
til all internal gates of the functional unit are in the state
resulting in the minimal NBTI-induced wearout, the first cy-
cle in every idle period is considered as a normal operational
cycle with higher degradation rate.

To identify the aging rates of the ALU, when the NBTI-
minimizing input vector is applied, we did the following:
First, the gate-level description of the IVM processor [31]
(similar to the core modeled in gem5) is extracted using
Synopsys Design Compiler and the SAED 90 nm library. In
the same step, all critical paths of the functional units are
extracted as well. Afterwards, the signal probabilities (prob-
ability of a signal being 1) of all internal nodes are obtained
with Modelsim. Using these signal probabilities the duty
cycle of all transistors inside the ALU can be derived and
by that means the aging rate of these transistors (Equation
4). Then, a linear programming solver is used to extract
the input vector resulting in the minimum NBTI-induced
degradation similar to [16]. Finally, the wearout rate for
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Balanced Aging-Aware
2x normal ALU 1x TC ALU, 1x or 2x NTC ALU

power gating input vector power gating input vector
applu 4.5 5 8.5 11
bzip 5 5.5 5 13

equake 5 5 7 10.5
gcc 4 5.5 6.5 14
gzip 4.5 4.5 4.5 13
lucas 4.5 5.5 4.5 12.5
mcf 5 5 8 10
mesa 5 5 5.5 9
mgrid 4.5 5 13 8.5
parser 4 5.5 8 14.5
swim 5 4.5 6 11
twolf 4.5 5.5 7.5 14

wupwise 4 5 4.5 12.5
Average 4.6 (+1.5x) 5.1 (+1.7x) 7 (+2.3x) 11.8 (+3.9x)

Table 4: MTTF in years for several SPEC2000 benchmarks (with power gating or input vector control)

this NBTI-minimizing input vector is calculated and used
in our microarchitectural aging model for the representative
transistor. For the normal ALU of IVM our extracted input
vector resulting in the minimum NBTI-induced degradation
leads to a relative delay increase of 6.25 % in 3 years. This
means, that the duty cycle of our representative transistor
in case this special input vector is applied (i.e. in idle cy-
cles) is just 0.15 (see Equation 4). In non-idle cycles, i.e. in
cycles the ALU is executing “normal” operations, the duty
cycle of the representative transistor estimates the average
duty cycle of the transistors in the critical paths [25].

5.1.2 Applied Power Gating Technique
The chosen power gating technique is relatively simple.

After an idle period of at least 200 cycles a functional unit
can be power gated. The following power down time until
the ALU is completely power gated is set to 3 ns [20, 30].
Until no new instruction is incoming, the unit then remains
power gated. When a new incoming instruction is detected,
the unit is woken up. The wake up time is set to 7 ns [20,
30] and afterwards it can execute the new instruction(s).
In our microarchitectural simulations only in the period, in
which the unit is completely power gated, the duty cycle
of all transistors in this block is considered as 0. In the
other cycles the duty cycle of the representative transistors
estimates the average duty cycle of the transistors in the
critical paths [25].

5.2 Results
As said before, our proposed scheduling technique aims

at increasing the idle ratio of the ALU executing the TC
instructions. By that means it is possible to increase the
Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) of these functional units by
exploiting NBTI mitigation techniques such as power gat-
ing or input vector control. Since the units executing the
TC instructions, are the ones that will fail first, these func-
tional units also determine the lifetime of the entire proces-
sor. The corresponding MTTF and performance results for
these techniques can be found in Table 4 and Table 5.

The previously introduced power gating scheme can greatly
improve MTTF. Using power gating in combination with the
aging-aware scheduling, MTTF can be increased to 7 years
in average as shown in Table 4. Since the standard schedul-
ing policy yields only 4.6 years, this translates into a benefit
of 52 % of the aging-aware scheduling over the standard pol-
icy. However, in some cases, both approaches deliver compa-
rable results. This is due to the fact. that a unit cannot be
power gated in every idle period. Compared to the situation
without power gating, in which MTTF is just 3 years, the
improvements are even better and underline the efficiency
of our proposed scheduling technique.

Beside power gating, also input vector control (IVC) can
be very helpful to mitigate NBTI-induced aging as explained
before (see Table 4). If this special input vector is applied at
the primary inputs of the investigated ALU in all idle cycles

Balanced Aging-Aware Aging-Aware (Enhanced)
2x normal ALU 1x TC ALU, 1x NTC ALU 1x TC ALU, 2x NTC ALU

w/o power gating w/ power gating w/o power gating w/ power gating w/o power gating w/ power gating
applu 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.92
bzip2 0.78 0.77 0.74 0.73 0.77 0.76
equake 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.74 0.74
gcc 0.83 0.83 0.80 0.79 0.83 0.82
gzip 1.25 1.25 1.20 1.20 1.26 1.25
lucas 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.71 0.72 0.72
mcf 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24
mesa 1.18 1.18 1.15 1.15 1.18 1.17
mgrid 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67
parser 0.70 0.70 0.68 0.67 0.70 0.68
swim 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
twolf 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.65 0.68 0.66

wupwise 1.05 1.05 1.02 0.99 1.05 1.03
Average 0.77 (100 %) 0.77 (100 %) 0.75 (97 %) 0.74 (96 %) 0.77 (100 %) 0.76 (99 %)

Table 5: Performance (IPC) evaluation of different scheduling techniques
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MTTF can be extended to 12 years using the aging-aware
scheduling. This is an improvement of almost 4x compared
to the case without IVC and still 2.3x compared to the stan-
dard scheduling policy with IVC.

In addition, the performance penalty of the proposed sche-
duling technique is almost negligible. As it is illustrated in
Table 5, the average performance loss of the aging-aware
instruction scheduling using a (non)-critical classification is
4 % in average and at most 5 %. In case the performance
impact is not acceptable, we suggest to use two normal
ALUs, which handle the NTC instructions according to a
balanced workload distribution and add a third specialized
ALU, which deals only with the TC instructions. Since the
specialized ALU is very small (see Section 4.2), the addi-
tional overhead is negligible and hence the additional man-
ufacturing costs. In addition, this approach does not just
incur any performance overhead compared to the standard
technique, but it can also further reduce the aging rates in
the “normal” ALUs, due to a lower load (i.e. more idle cy-
cles). Please note that the performance results for IVC are
not presented in Table 4, since IVC has no impact on per-
formance. Hence, performance with IVC is the same as the
performance without power gating.

Now, the important question is whether the applied ap-
proach can improve the lifetime of the entire microproces-
sor. In other words, the key question is whether the lifetime
of the entire microprocessor is determined by the lifetime
the functional unit due to time criticality of the execution
unit compared to the other stages. To answer this question,
we synthesized various processor cores using the SAED 90
nm library and Synopsys Design Compiler. For IVM [31]
and FabScalar [14] (both superscalar, out-of-order) as well
as OpenRisc 1200 [2] and miniMIPS [1] (both in-order), we
investigated the delay of each pipeline stage. The results
confirm that the execution stage always contains the longest
paths, i.e. has the highest delay. That means the wearout of
the functional units has to be addressed in order to extend
the lifetime of the entire microprocessor. Hence, our pro-
posed technique which extends the lifetime of the functional
units can help to increase the MTTF of the entire processor
as well.

6. CONCLUSION
Embedded microprocessors at nanoscale are exposed to

various reliability issues, which include a more rapid aging
of all components. This will eventually reduce the Mean
Time to Failure (MTTF), a crucial point for embedded sys-
tems that have often very tight reliability constraints (e.g.
long mission times). To alleviate the impact of transistor
aging due to Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI)
we proposed a new delay-aware scheduling methodology in
this paper. Instructions are categorized dependent on their
timing slacks within clock cycle boundaries and then sched-
uled to separate functional units. In combination with spe-
cialized functional units and efficient mitigation techniques
MTTF can be extended in average by 1.5x using power gat-
ing and 2.3x using input vector control compared to the
standard (i.e. balanced) scheduling approach. At the same
time performance is not compromised.
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